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NEGATION AS INCONSISTENCY. I* 
D. M. GABBAY AND M. J. SERGOTt 
D The notion of negation as inconsistency is motivated and introduced into 
PROLOG. This negation is fully compatible with classical negation and 
gives a version of PROLOG which is a stronger fragment of classical ogic 
than ordinary PROLOG. It is intended that negation as inconsistency 
replace the notion of negation as failure. Negation as inconsistency can be 
generalized in a natural way and in its generalized form will include 
negation as failure as a special case. a 
1. INTRODUCING NEGATION AS INCONSISTENCY 
The paper adds to pure PROLOG (without negation) the notion of negation as 
inconsistency.’ This new negation is fully compatible with classical negation and 
essentially contains negation as failure as a special case. 
The syntax of PROLOG with negation as inconsistency is identical to the syntax 
of PROLOG with negation as failure. The difference between the two negations is in 
the computation procedures. 
In the case of negation as failure we ask a query G from a database (set of 
clauses) P. For example: 
Data P Query G 
Kind(x) if ,Male( x) ?Kind( x) 
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In the case of negation as inconsistency, we can ask a query G from an ordered 
pair (P,N), where P is a set of clauses and N is the set of goals which we want not to 
succeed. 
The logical import of having N is the same as adding to the database P the 
negative goals {,n]n E N}. 
For example, in negation as inconsistency we can ask: 
DataP N 
Kind(x) if ,Male(x) Male(Mary) 
G 
?Kind( x) 
The logical import of the above database and query is: 
Data Query 
Kind(x) if -Male(x) 
,Male(Mary) 
?Kind( x) 
We shall use the notation (P, N) ? G for convenience, rather than P U { +I In E N} ? G. 
Since goals can have many embedded negations in them, our ability to have 
negative goals in our language ffectively means that we can write clauses with many 
embedded negations in the heads: e.g., 
-(Male(x) A Female(x)) 
or 
,(Expensive( x) A ,Interesting( x)). 
The computational procedures of negation as inconsistency rely on the notion of 
inconsistency. We use the notation P + G to mean P U { G }. 
Definition Dl (informal). 
(a) A pair of data and goals of the form (P,N) is considered inconsistent if some 
goal n E N succeeds from P. In other words, (P, N) is inconsistent because we 
demand [by writing (P,N)] that n E N shall not succeed while at the same 
time P is such that n does succeed. 
(b) The computational meaning of ,G can now be defined via the notion of 
inconsistency as follows: 
7 G succeed from (P, N) 
iff (by definition) (P + G,N) is inconsistent. 
The reader may want to see at this point exact definitions of computation trees 
for both negation as failure and negation as inconsistency, and compare. These are 
available, for the propositional case, in Section 4 of this paper. 
This section will continue to motivate negation as inconsistency, and later 
sections will introduce the full computation with quantifiers. 
We now list the advantages and disadvantages of negation as inconsistency. 
(1) Negation as inconsistency allows (effectively) for putting negative facts and 
negative rules in the database, with an arbitrary number of nested negations. 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
For example: 
,Male( Mary), 
,(Male)(x) A Female(x)) 
[equivalently: ,Male(x) if Female (x)]. 
Negation as inconsistency is &UZJQ logically sound. Its meaning does not 
depend on instantiations, ordering of clauses in the goal or in the database, or 
any other tricks for artificially generating rules (to be performed before 
testing a negative goal). Furthermore, the meaning of negation as incon- 
sistency does not change with the updating (enlarging) of the database. This is 
a well-known disadvantage of negation as failure. When the database in- 
creases, the meaning of failure changes and hence the meaning of negation as 
failure changes. Thus when we are dealing with live and changing databases 
and negation as failure is also present, we cannot use lemma generation. It is 
quite possible that a goal A succeeds from the database P and the goal B 
succeeds from the database P + A but the goal B fails when computed from P 
directly. Since our aim in logic programming is to deal logically with both 
database updating and negation, we need a notion of negation which is 
independent of the current state of the changing database. For example, from 
the database P = ( 7 B -+ A }, A succeeds. From the database P + A, the goal 
(Assert B) A A succeeds, but this goal does not succeed directly from P itself. 
Thus if we want to be able to deal with additions to the database in a logical 
way (i.e. “logify” Assert) then we must replace negation by failure by a more 
“logical” negation. 
Whenever a goal of the form ,G(x) succeeds, with 7 as negation as 
inconsistency, the successful computation produces a substitution 6 for x 
such that ,G(x)B succeeds. 
Negation as inconsistency contains negation as failure as a special case on all 
those occasions where negation as failure behaves logically correctly. 
A disadvantage of negation as inconsistency is that it is not as computa- 
tionally efficient as negation as failure. [It is possible, though, to have both 
negations in the same system, in view of (4) above.] Paper II of this series will 
deal with the practical implementation of a fragment of negation as incon- 
sistency. 
We discuss points (2) and (3) above through an example. 
Example El. Let our database be 
Kind(x) if ,Male( x), 0) 
,Male(Mary) . (2) 
The goal we ask is 
Rind(x). (3) 
Negation as inconsistency will give Kind(Mary) immediately. There may be ways, 
in PROLOG with negation as failure, which allow for the effective equivalent 
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presentations of the above example. Such ways would rely on the mechanism of the 
closed world assumption and might put in the database additional information 
which we might not want to have. 
We may be able to deduce ,Male(Mary) in a roundabout way, via this mecha- 
nism-may even manage to get a substitution instance for the goal ,Male(x). 
However, the same mechanism can be applied to a totally new name x, e.g. Robin, 
one can get 
,Male(Robin) 
to succeed. 
In negation as inconsistency, ,Male(Robin) will fail. The following example will 
illustrate our difficulty: 
Example E2. Suppose we ask the question whether Robin is male. We want to 
put M(r) into the database, if indeed Robin is male. Robin is a boy’s name in the 
U.K. but a girl’s name in the U.S.A. 
We can write 
M(r) if UK(r), 
but we cannot write directly 
7M(r) if USA(r). 
(la) 
(lb) 
A clever PROLOG programmer may try to add the predicate Female(x) and write: 
F(r) if USA(r), (Ic) 
M(x) if -F(x), @a) 
F(x) if ,M(x). (2b) 
We are still in trouble because we want to say Vx,(F(x) A M(x)) to make Female 
the real complement of Male. We genuinely don’t know whether USA(r) or UK(r), 
and we don’t want to say nothing, because then by negation as failure ,USA(r) and 
,UK(r) will both succeed. 
It seems that the basic intuition is that we know for sure that Bob is male and 
that if Robin is American then he is not male and if Robin is English then he is 
male. We don’t know whether Robin is American or English. Thus our database 
should give us the following options: 
Example E3. 
P:Known true N: Known false 
M(r) if UK(r) USA(r) A M(r) 
Notice that we are not writing ,[USA(r) A M(r)], since the presence of USA(r) A 
M(r) in N amounts to putting 7 in front of it. 
Recall the meaning of negation in this new setup. We do not read 7A as “A 
finitely fails”; the rationale of negation as failure is no longer valid. We are dealing 
here with negation as inconsistency. Thus in our Example E3, UK( r ) fails but is not 
negated. Had we wanted to negate UK(r), we would have put it in N. 
However, UK(r) A USA(r) is genuinely negated-not because it fails, but be- 
cause if UK(r) A USA(r) were true, then UK(r) would make M(r) succeed and 
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then we would have success for USA(r) A M(r), which is negative fact from N. 
Therefore UK(r) A USA(r) is negated, not because of failure but because it leads to 
inconsistency. 
Let us give some more examples: 
Example E4 (Exclusiue or). Take the language with Male(x), Female(x). We can 
specify that Vx( F( x) V M(x)) and 4x( I;(x) A M(x)) as follows: We let 
P N 
M(x) if -Z(x) M(x) * F(x) 
F(x) if ,M(x) 
Example E5. Negation as inconsistency is not as strong as classical negation. 
Consider the database 
AvB, 
A+R, 
B+R. 
Certainly R must succeed from this database. 
This database cannot be represented in PROLOG with negation as failure. One 
may think that perhaps it can be dealt with using negation as inconsistency by 
letting 
P N 
R if A ,AA,B 
R if B 
N says that 7A A T B is false, i.e. ,(, A A 7 B), which classically is indeed A v B. 
Let us see now whether the goal ?R succeeds from (P,N). 
The answer is no. N is not used in the computation of the goal R from P, because 
R contains no negation. 
Let us try 77 R. To have ,(, R) succeed from (P, N), we must add (-, R) to the 
data base P and try to succeed with 
-A r\,B, 
i.e., we have 
P’ N 
R if A ,A A,B 
R if B 
-7R 
Query: ?(-,A A ,B) 
We do not formally write negations of atoms in the data P; hence we must 
understand ,R E P’ as saying “add R to N”. Thus we must check the goals 
7A A -, B, R from the database (P2, N,) (i.e., we take 7 R out of P’ and add R to 
N): 
P* = P N,=N+R 
R if A ,Ar\-,B 
R if B R 
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We are checking 4 A 7 B and R as goals, because success of an element of N, 
means inconsistency. Thus if the goal ,A A 7 B or the goal R succeeds, then the 
original goal 77 R succeeds. If none succeeds, then 7-, R Otis. 
Here is the computation: 
(a) The goal R fails for the same reason as before, because N, is not used. 
(b) To check the goal ,A A 7 B, we check two computations: 
(bl) Add A to the database P, and check N, as goals. 
(b2) Add B to the database P, and check N, as goals. 
Since the two cases are symmetrical we try one of them. We check 
P 28 N2 
RifA ,Ar\,B 
RifB R 
A 
The system is not consistent, because R E N, succeeds from Pza. A similar result 
will occur for B. 
Thus we get that 77 R succeeds from (P, N). This means that although we cannot 
derive R from the database, we can derive that it is not consistent o negate R, i.e. 
7-l R. 
We shall see later, when we formally introduce our system, that it is a sound 
system and soundness is what matters. We are simply getting a bigger fragment of 
classical logic into PROLOG, but not all of it. Completeness will be dealt with in 
Section 5. 
Appendix to Section 1. How to Use Negation 
Negation is a logically difficult concept. When a human is asked a question and 
answers no, there are complex logical principles involved in arriving at the answer. 
The answer no does not mean the same in different contexts. There are several 
different negations involved, and the final answer no is a result of some complex 
combination of these negations. We shah indicate the main types of negation. 
The use of negation in computer systems is further complicated by the fact that a 
full, logically correct treatment of negation causes a combinational explosion. Thus 
on cannot hope to work with negation on a computer without taking shortcuts, and 
it is our job to make sure that these shortcuts are logically sound. This is an example 
where we have to make “logical concessions” owing to practical computational 
limitations. The challenge is, of course, to improve performance while still retaining 
logical control. This is an area where there is the greatest emptation for “hacking” 
and ad hoc heuristics, and where there is the greatest danger of logical errors. 
Suppose we ask the Council whether we can get permission to do some alterations 
in our house roof. Suppose the answer we get is just the word no. This will never 
satisfy us. We would want to know why not (i.e. by what process the answer no was 
arrived at), and even further, we may want to consult other authorities. 
The reader may think that there is a body of specialized knowledge involved here 
and by asking for details on “why not”, we are trying to learn more. This is not the 
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main reason. We claim that what we want to know is “what kind of no is involved”. 
Let us take a simple example. Suppose we ask a travel agent whether there is a 
charter flight to Timbuktu on Monday 1 January. The agent says no. If we are 
rational, we shall ask further “how come not?‘, and if we are clever, we shall ask 
another travel agent. No one will be surprised if the second travel agent does find a 
flight to Timbuktu. 
We have the following logical types of negation: 
A. Negation as Default. This type of negation follows the understanding that if 
the information is not listed positively, then it is negative. Examples of this are 
abundant. Any list of the winners implies that the names not on the list are those of 
the losers. A contract specifying the allowed uses of a hired computer implies that 
any use not specifically mentioned is forbidden. 
B. Negation as Inconsistency. We also answer no to questions because if we say 
yet then we get undesirable results. This is a dynamic sort of negation. 
Taking up the example of the hired computer, one may have a general clause in 
the contract, allowing the use of the computer in any way desired, as long as the 
computer is not physically damaged. In this case many possible uses may be 
forbidden if they are thought to lead to physical damage. This use of negation 
assumes that there are things we do not want to have true, and we say no to 
anything which may make them true. 
Another likely example of this sort of negation is a general guideline such as an 
environment conservation law. Such laws do not specify what is allowed or forbid- 
den, but any given proposal is checked for its potential for environmental damage. 
This negation is rather complicated logically and needs to be carefully studied. 
The problem is that what we do not want depends on what we already have. In other 
words, if P is the current database (describing what is true now, before the next new 
information comes in) and if N is the set of data, which we do not want to become 
true, then N depends on P, and thus what we may negate now, we may not negate 
tomorrow. 
For example, we may not want to work on Sundays, and thus will reject any 
contract which may include work on Sundays, but if our expenses increase substan- 
tially then we may be willing to work on Sundays. 
C. Strong Negation. Sometimes we have some data specifically negated. For 
example, we find “Not for internal use” written on medicine bottles, or posters such 
as “Do not step on the grass”. This we call strong negation, because it does not 
depend on any additional assumptions or information and does not change in time. 
D. Informatiue Negation. This type of negation is very common. It is not really 
negation, but a way of giving additional information, which is contrary to what one 
would expect. It thus depends on and assumes a context. When we say “the train 
did not leave on time”, we are adding a positive piece of information, that the train 
was late. Had we not volunteered this information, the hearer would have assumed 
that the train had left on time. Thus we say not A to convey the information that, 
contrary to what one may expect (namely that A is true), we have that A is not true. 
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E. Negation as Failure. The notation of negation as failure is more a combina- 
torial computational notion than a logical one. It resembles default negation in the 
sense that we negate A if we fail to affirm A. The difference between the two is in 
whether we perceive the notion of failure logically or computationally. We illustrate 
the difference through an example. 
Suppose we go to a chemist and ask for some medicine. The clerk will go and look 
for it. If he cannot find it, he will say that he does not have it. We may accept this no 
at face value as negation by default. If one cannot find it then one does not have it. 
Suppose now that it is obvious to us that this particular clerk is new to the shop and 
is furthermore clearly incompetent. We have the feeling that the medicine is there 
and the clerk simply does not know where to look. The no in this case is negation by 
failure-the failure of the search to produce an answer yes. It is a computational no. 
In general, when we have an expert system searching for an answer and it fails, it 
is computationally very practical and convenient to say no. This is the use of 
negation as failure. This use depends on the particular search methods. It may not 
be logically sound. Rephrasing our query a bit differently may result in the success 
of the computation, because it may go along a different path. Thus the same 
question may get “yes” or “no” as answers, depending on the manner of asking. 
Negation as failure has a serious conceptual disadvantage. We are saying no 
because we fail to say yes. So our no does not follow from some constructive (or 
destructive) active knowledge, but from lack of knowledge. 
The other negations negate from some sort of knowledge. Even negation by 
default uses the positive assumption that the database was carefully organized, and 
so if a datum is not there, then it must be negated. Certainly strong negation and 
negation as inconsistency involve some positive action on our part, in the process of 
negating. 
The lack of positive “action” in negation as failure surfaces when negation 
interacts with the quantifiers. Suppose we ask: 
Is there someone not allowed to enter the Science Museum? 
In symbols: 
?3x not A(x). 
The problem is that we want to know not only that there is someone but also we 
want to get a name of such a person. We would like a more specific answer such as 
John, e.g. 
not A (John). 
Negation as failure cannot supply such a name, while other negations may be able to 
do that. For example, negation as inconsistency is a positive notion: it says no 
because it can show we get things we don’t want to get. The process of showing will 
yield some names. 
Let us look at another example, which may bring out the difference between 
negation as failure and negation as inconsistency. Suppose we lend you a tape 
recorder and demand that you take care of it. This is the only item in your database 
which governs and restricts the use of the recorder. This rule will exclude many 
possible uses of the tape recorder which may lead to damage. Now compare this 
notation of negation with the previous one of negation as failure. If we lend you the 
tape recorder and give you a comprehensive list of rules and regulations pecifying 
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how it can be used, then any A failing to succeed from this specification is negated, 
via negation as failure. 
The two intuitions are not contradictory. Negation as failure is a very special case 
of the new notion of negation as inconsistency. Suppose we have a (P,N) such that 
N is the set of all A such that A finitely fails from P; then negation as inconsistency 
becomes the same as negation as failure. We have to show that if B finitely fails 
from P and P + A makes B succeed, then A finitely fails from P. This matter is dealt 
with in Section 4. 
What we are saying about negation as failure being a special case of negation as 
inconsistency is not a mere technical device of reduction. It is a conceptual 
reduction. We claim that the above way of looking at negation as failure is probably 
the conceptually correct one. It says that negation as failure comprises two compo- 
nents: the notion of negation as inconsistency and the notion of failure. We are 
saying we don’t want any B that fails finitely (i.e. N = { BJB fails finitely}), and then 
,A becomes negation as inconsistency relative to N. Probably the reason negation 
as failure has been found so appealing is not the negation concept as much as the 
failure concept. If we write FG to mean the goal G fails, this does not necessarily 
mean that G is negated. It is a basic notion saying that our computation, whatever it 
is, has terminated in failure. It is perfectly plausible to tell a person to try to get 
confirmation or denial of G (i.e. G succeeds or G is inconsistent), but failing that, to 
proceed with G’. Here what we are saying is a rule of the form 
FG A F,G + G’, 
where the -, is negation as inconsistency. The concept of failure is still with us, and 
can be used to define negation via the axiom 
FG + ,G. 
The above rule makes -, negation as failure. 
To further clarify our point, recall that Clark’s negation as failure, in the 
propositional case, without quantifiers, satisfies the rule 
,,A = A. 
Of course, having equated negation with failure, we cannot finitely fail to negate, so 
the concept of “cannot confirm or deny” does not exist in Clark’s system. 
2. PROLOG WITH NEGATION AS 
INCONSISTENCY-WITHOUT QUANTIFIERS 
We start with the propositional case, in order to understand the concepts involved 
without the full complications of quantifiers. In the next selection we will deal with 
quantifiers. 
The propositional language of PROLOG with negation as inconsistency is 
identical with that of ordinary PROLOG with negation as failure. We allow clauses 
with atomic heads and with bodies built up from atoms using A and 7. We allow 
goals built up from atoms using A and -,. Formally: 
DeJinition Dl. 
(a) Any atomic literal q is both a clause and a goal. 
(b) Any conjunction or negation of goals is a goal. 
(c) If A is a goal and q is atomic, then A + q is a clause. 
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We differ from ordinary PROLOG in that a database is not only a set of clauses 
but also contains negative information, in the form of goals which are supposed to 
fail. 
Dejinition 02. A program (or database) has the form (P,N), where P is a set of 
clauses and N is a set of goals. 
The intended intuitive meaning of (P,N) is that P is the set of positive informa- 
tion and N is the set of negative information. 
The following are the computation rules for goal G from the database (P, N). For 
a formal definition in terms of computation trees see Section 4, Definition D3. 
First note that any goal of the form ,A can be written as +qi A A, Bj), where 
qi are atomic. 
We define the notion (P,N)?G = 1, to mean that the goal G succeeds from a 
database (P, N), as follows: 
(a) For G atomic, (P, N)?G = 1, iff either 
(al) G E P or 
(a2) for some clause (A --+ G) E P, (P,N)?A = 1. 
We say the goal fails finitely if G 4 P and for every (A + G) E P, (P, N) ? A 
fails finitely. 
(b) (P,N)?G,/i a-- A G,, = 1 iff for each i, (P,N)? Gi = 1. We say the goal fails 
finitely if for some i, (P, N)? Gi fails finitely. 
(c) (P,N)?,(Aq,A A,Bj)= 1 iff f or some AENU{B~), (PU{q,}, NU 
{ fj} ?A = 1. We say the original goal fails finitely if the present goal fails 
finitely. 
Let us explain the negation rule (c). We remarked that any goal of the form ,G 
has the form 7(Aqi A AYBj) = ,G, where qi are atoms and ‘Bj are negated goals. 
The intuitive reading of -G is to add G to the positive data and try to obtain 
inconsistency by trying to get some A E N to succeed, i.e., we have to compute A 
from 
K P+qi+ .-- +TBj+ -),N]. 
However , 7 Bj is not an acceptable clause to put in P. Its meaning is that Bj 
should be negated. But such meaning can be represented by putting Bj in N. Then 
we look for consistency of the database 
(P+ qi,N+Bj), 
which is exactly what we said in rule (c). 
Theorem Tl (Soundness). Let (P,N) be a database and G a goal. Let C(P,N) denote 
the following formula of classical logic: 
C(P,N)= A XA A -y, 
XSP YEN 
i.e., C(P, N) is schematically P A ,N. 
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Then the following ho&: 
c(P,N) t-G if (P,N)?G= 1. 
In words: If G succeeds, then G can be proved in classical logic from the data 
(P, N). 
PROOF. By induction on the computation. Assume the computation terminates. We 
check each computation clause, and show that if soundness holds before the 
execution, then it continues to hold after the execution. 
Let us check the rules: 
(al): In this case G succeeds because G E P. Clearly C(P,N) E G. 
(a2): G succeeds because for some A --, G E P, A succeeds. A succeeds via a 
shorter computation, and hence by the induction hypothesis, 
C(P,N) +-A, 
but A + G E P, and hence C(P, N) l- G. 
(b) is clear, since C(P, N) I- G, A G, iff C(P, N) k G, for each i. 
(c): G = 7(Aqi A h,Bj) succeeds from (P,N), because for some A E N U { Bj}, 
hypothesis, 
C(PU {qi},NU {Bj}) kA* 
But C(PU{q,}, NU{Bj})=C(P,N)AAqiAA,Bj. HenceC(P,N)AAqiAA,Bj 
t- A. Changing sides, we get 
C(P,N) ~ (Aqi A A~Bj) ~A, 
C(P,N) I- T(Aqi) V VB, v A. (*> 
We know that A E N U { Bj}. If A E { Bj} then A is redundant in the disjunction 
in (*) and we get: 
C(P,N) I- T(Aqi) 9 
i.e., 
C(P, N) I- G, 
which was to be proved. If A E N, then pushing A to the left in (*) we get 
C(P,N) A TA I-G. 
But since C(P, N) I- 7A, we get C(P, N) I- G. 
Thus we have proved that if G succeeds according to rule (c), then C(P,N) I- G. 
This completes the proof of soundness. q 
Theorem T2 (Completeness). If C(P, N) I- G then (P, N) ? ,,G = 1. 
PROOF. In Section 5. q 
It is possible to add the unary connective F to the language of PROLOG and read 
Fq as q fails. Hence if we allow F as a further connective to be used in the body of 
clauses and in goals, we can write rules like 
FAAF,A+B, 
i.e., B succeeds if neither A or ,A succeeds. 
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The official rule for the computation of F is 
(P, N) ? FA = 1 iff A fails from (P, N) 
[X (P, N)? A = 0, as defined in Definition D3 of Section 41. 
We claim the success of negation as failure comes from its allowing the connective 
F to be defined, and not because it is the correct notion of negation. 
3. NEGATION AS INCONSISTENCY WITH QUANTIFIERS 
The language of clauses and goals is the same as that of ordinary PROLOG with 
negation. The difference will be in the way we carry out the computations. Before we 
can describe the computation procedures precisely, we need to clarify some concepts 
having to do with the existential quantifier, substitutions, and unification. 
Example EO. 
P N 
M(a) T(a) A T(b) 
T(x) is M(x) C(a) A C(b) 
The query we ask is 
TAX. 
There are four ways of understanding this goal: 
Vx,A(x), 
7~x+), 
h-A(x). 
[i.e., there is an x such that A(x) is negated], and 
73%4(x). 
We describe the computation suitable for each one of these readings. 
Reading ( * 1) can be understood in two ways: 
(*) 
(*I) 
(*2) 
(*3) 
(*4) 
(b) 
-. 
Here we have to use a new skolem constant s and try the goal 7A(s). This 
means that Vx, A( x) follows because of some rule in the database. In our 
particular example, let us take A(x) = T(x). For this case the reading fails, 
since the database does not prove Vx, T( x), i.e., 
M(a) A Vx(M(x) + T(x)) A ,(T(a) A T(b)) 
A,(c(a) A C(b)) t+ Vx,T(x). 
Under this reading we understand Vx,A(x) not as a provable theorem, 
but as a call to show for every element e of the domain that 7A(e) 
succeeds. Again for A = T, since only the elements a and b occur, we have 
to show 7T( a) A 7T( b), which again fails. 
Reading ( * 2): Here we want to negate VxA(x). We proceed by adding the clause 
A(x) to the database and checking if we get a contradiction. Thus we have the 
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following situation, for the case A(x) = C(x): 
P N 
M(a) Vu) A T(b) 
T(x) if M(x) C(a) A C(b) 
C(x) 
The goal C(a) A C(b) succeeds, by first substituting x = a to get C(a) from 
C(x) and again x = b in C(x) to get C(b), and hence we get success for 
C(u) A C(b) E N, a contradiction. Note that two difirent substitutions were 
made in the new assumption C(x). These two substitutions are incompatible; 
they cannot be combined. As a result we get that this successful negation does 
not yield an x which gives a contradiction, since we used two incompatible 
substitutions to get C(u) A C(b). In fact the database says only that not 
C(u) A C(b) together. So no single x can, by itself, lead to a contradiction. By 
contrast take, for example, A(x) = T(x). Thus we want to negate ,T(x) 
[reading it ,VxT(x)]. We thus add 7’(x) to the database. We first substitute a 
in T(u) if M(u), which together with M(u) yields success in T(u). We then 
substitute x = b in the new assumption T(x) and get r(b), and together with 
T(u) we get a contradiction. We have used only one substitution x = b in T(x) 
to get the contradiction, and therefore we can say that b is the element such 
that 7T( b) succeeds. This distinction is important in the course of the 
computation of the next reading. 
Reading ( * 3): ,A(x) = 3x,A(x). Here we add A(x) to the database, exactly as 
in the previous reading, but restrict substitutions of A(x) (i.e. unification with 
x) to be persistent; i.e., all uses of A(x) in unification (through 8,, 8,, and 0,) 
should all be compatible with each other, and therefore there exists a 8 such 
that ti,@ are all equal. This amounts to saying that A(x) can be used only once 
in principle, but in practice can be used by repeated refinement of the same 
initial substitution. 
Reading (* 4): Here we skolemise and add A(s) for an arbitrary new constant s. 
The two interesting readings are ( * 2) and ( * 3). Most interesting is ( * 3), because 
it means that when, A(x) succeeds [i.e., A(x) is negated], then some x,, is extracted 
from the computation such that 7 A( x0) succeeds. Notice that the formulas ( * 2) 
and ( * 3) are classically equivalent. In this paper we choose the reading ( * 3). 
DeJnition DO (Clauses and goals). 
(a) Any atomic wff (literal) of the form R(x, y), Q(u) is both a goal and a clause. 
(b) If A and B are goals, so are ,A, A A B. 
(c) If Al,..., A, are goals and C is an atom, then A, A . - - A A, --) C is a clause. 
The above definition is the same as in the case of ordinary PROLOG with 
negation. 
The following defines the notion of a database. It has the form (P U Q, N u M). 
P U Q is the positive data, and N U M is the negative data. At the start of 
computation the database is (P, N), but during the computation Q and M are added. 
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DeJinition Dl (Database during computation). A database is a quadruple (P, Q, N, M) 
where P, Q are sets of clauses (positive data), and N, M are sets of goals (negative 
data). 
The elements of P are interpreted universally, and the elements of N are 
interpreted existentially. The logical meaning of the success of a goal G from 
(P, Q, N W is 
I- (existential closure) [[(universal closure) AP] A AQ 
-+ [(existential closure)VN] V VM V G]]. 
Example El. Let us see how these concepts are used in a computation. Let 
(P, 0, N, 0 ) be as below: 
P N 
-(A(a) A ,A(x)) *A(x) 44 A A(b) 
Let the goal be A(Y). Q = M is empty. 
Step I. Unify to get the new subgoal: 
,(A(a) A ,A(x’)). 
This subgoal succeeds if the following database is inconsistent: 
Pi Ql N, Ml 
,(A(a) A d(x)) +A(x) A(a) Ata) A A(b) A(0 
Step 2. To check for consistency, we try each element of N, and M, as a goal. 
Now suppose we try A(x’) as a goal. A(x’) itself unifies with A(a) E Q1, i.e. 
the original goal succeeds with x’ = a. 
Example E2. Consider the database 
P Q=0 N M=0 
B(a) A(a) A A(b) 
B(b) 
The goal is Y A( x) 
We add A(x) to the database. We check now 
P Q N M 
B(a) 4x) A(a) A A(b) Empty 
B(b) 
The fact that clause A(x) is in Q or M indicates that all substitutions 8 
performed during the computation 
restrictions then we can substitute 
&:~=a 
to get A(a). We can also substitute 
t$:x=b 
should agree with each other. If we have no 
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to get A(b) and thus get a contradiction, since A(a) A A(b) E N. We must not be 
allowed to do that, since 8,, 8, are two different substitutions. 
Our reading of the original goal of this example, 3x,A(x), i.e., we are looking 
for a particular x,, such that ,A(x,) succeeds. Thus we must not use two different 
substitutions on A(x) but must try to refine the same substitution repeatedly. 
In practice, whenever we encounter a clause in Q or M [e.g. in our case A(x)], 
then when a substitution 8 is performed on A(x), we must replace A(x) by A(x)8 
in Q or M, and continue the computation with the new Q and the new M. So in our 
database 
P Q N M 
4~) A(x) A(a) A A(b) Empty 
B(b) 
When we substitute 8, : x = a in A(x) of Q, we continue the computation with 
the database with A(x)& i.e., 
P Q’ N M 
B(a) 4~) 4~) A A(b) Empty 
B(b) 
and thus e2 is blocked. Only further substitutions into A(x)B, are allowed. In this 
case none are allowed, and the goal 7A(x) of our example must fail. 
Example E3. We want to illustrate a technical point of the computation. We 
consider the following database and goal: 
P Q N M Goal 
4-x) + B(a, x) Empty Empty Empty 44y) A ,B(y, 2) 
The goal is interpreted existentially; thus we are looking for a y0 and z0 such that 
4 A( y,,) A 7 B( yo, z,,)) succeeds. 
Formally we consider the following database and goal. Success in the following 
query implies success in the original query: 
P Q1 N M, Goal 1 
A(x) +&a, x) A(Y) empty B(Y, 2) B(Y, z) 
A(y) E Q1 means that substitution for A(y) must be persistent, as explained in the 
previous example. 
Now we continue the computation and arrive at the point we want to illustrate. 
B( y, z) can match with the head of A(x) + B(u, x) via the substitution 
e:x=z, y=u. 
If we were doing ordinary PROLOG, we would now try the new goal A(z), which is 
the body of the rule used. The question is, from which database is the goal A(z) 
computed? The answer is that the database changes because of 0. Since e(y) = a, we 
must substitute y = a in Q and M of the database as well as in the goal. Thus we 
compute now 
P Q* N M* Goal 
4x)--,&a, x) 4~) Empty B(a, z) A(r) 
The goal succeeds for z = u. 
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We saw that if we match heads using 8, then we must replace Q by QO and M by 
MO, where QI~, MO are the result of applying 8 to each variable in each clause of Q 
and M. The clauses in P, N are left untouched, because they are considered 
universally quantified in the case of P, and existentially quantified in the case of N. 
It is necessary, therefore, at the start of the computation to have completely new 
variables at the goal, and different variables in P and N. These distinctions will be 
reflected in the rules of computation, which we are now going to describe. 
Consider a database of the form (P, Q, N, M) where P is a set of clauses, N is a set 
of goals, Q is a list of further clauses, and M is a list of further goals. We shall define 
the notion of several goals jointly succeeding from several databases, i.e. 
{(P,Qj,N,,Mi)?Gi=ljointlysucceed}. 
The word jointly means “under the same substitution B of the variables of Q,, Mi.” 
The reason we have to worry about joint success is that the database changes all the 
time, and a single database computation may branch into several queries from 
different databases, but the substitution 8 must remain the same because it must 
satisfy the original query. For example, a goal ,(A( y) A ,B( y)) A -,(C( y) A 
,D(y)) must find a 8 such that both conjuncts succeed. The first conjunct adds 
A(y) to the database, and the second conjunct adds C(y). We branch into two 
different computations, but we must jointly succeed with the same y. 
Definition 02. We define the notion of {(P,, Q,,N,,M,)?G, = 1 jointly succeed} by 
giving the computation rules. We assume that the rules in P and Ni are written 
with different variables from those of Qi and M;. The variables of P, and N, are 
all different. Qi and Mi may have variables in common. 
(a) Rules for atoms: 
(al) Assume for some j, Gj is atomic and there exists a substitution 8 and a 
head HE P, u Qj such that HO = GjB. Note that we assume that P and 
Qj have different variables. In this case the original goals jointly succeed 
if the following succeed jointly: 
{(P,,QiB,N,,Mi~)?Gj6’=1jointlysucceedfor i#j}. 
(a2) For Gi and 0 as before and for some C + HE P, U Qj we have 
HO = GjO and the goals 
{ (Pj,QiB,N,,MiB)?GifI = 1, i # j, 
and (P,,Qjr3, Nj,Mje)?C6 = 1 all jointly succeed}. 
(b) Rule for conjunctions: For Gj = G( j, 1) A - . . A G( j, k), the original goals 
jointly succeed if {(P,,Q,,Ni,Mi)?Gj=l for i#j and for m=l,...,k, 
(P,, Q,, N,, Mj)? G( j, m) = 1 all jointly succeed}. 
(c) Rule for negation: For Gj = ,(hi=,H( j, m) A A:l,,A( j, n)) the original 
goals jointly succeed if {(P,,Q,,N,, M,)?G, = 1 for i #j, and for some 
BEM,uN~u {A(j,n)ln=l,..., k’} Wehavethat(P,,Q,u{H(j,m)lm= 
1 ,--.> k),N,,M,u{A(j,n)ln=l,...,k’})?B=l alljointlysucceed},where 
H( j, m) are atomic goals and A( j, n) are goals. 
(d) The empty list of goals, { }, always jointly succeeds. 
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Theorem TI (Soundness). Let {(P,Qi,Ni,Mi)?Gi = 1 joint& succeed}. Then in 
classical ogic, there exists a substitution 8 such that for each i 
[(Universal closure)AP,] A AQ,f3 
I- [(Existential closure)VN,] V VM,fI V GiO. (W 
PROOF. By induction on the application of the computation rules. We show that if 
(#) holds after the application of the rule, then it holds before the application of the 
rule. 
(al): It is assumed that for j, for H E P U Qj, and for some 19, HO = GjO. The list 
of goals after the application of (al) is {(Pi, QiB,Ni,Mi@)?Gi8 = 1, i Z j} If for 
some 8, (#) holds for this new list, certainly (#) holds for the old list of 8B,, in 
view 0f Hee, = Gjee,. 
(a2): In this case the jth query is replaced after applying (a2) by 
(q,Qje,Nj,M,e)?Ce. 
We assume there exists a O1 such that (#) holds for each query i and also for the 
above new query j. That is, for the case of j, 
((Universal closure) AP,) A hQjeel 
t ((Existential closure)VN,) v VMjOO, v C&Y,. 
Since C --, H E q. U Qj and H8 = Gjt3, we get (#) holding for query j of the old list 
of ee,, i.e., 
((Universal closure) AP) A AQj&3, 
I- ((Existential closure)VN,) v VMj&+ v Gj&9,. 
(b): The case of conjunction is trivial. 
(c): Assume that for some 8 we have (#) for query j after the application of rule 
(c): 
[(Universal closure)APj] A AQjB A AH( j, m)O 
t- [(Existential closure)VN,] v VM,e v VA( j, n)fl v BB (*) 
with BEMjUNjU{A(j,n)ln=l,..., k’}. We want to show that for some 8, (#) 
holds for query j before the application of (c): 
[(Universal closure) APj] A AQj# 
> 
I- [(Existential closure)VNj] v VM,e v G,a, 
where Gil!? - 7(A,H( j, m)# A A 
we want to show 
,,- A( j, n)#). Exchanging sides and rewriting Gig, 
[(Universal closure) AP] A AQ,e A AH( j, m) 8 
[(Existential closure)VN,] V VM,# V VA( j, n)g. (* *) 
( * * ) is the same as ( * ) except that ( * ) has one more disjunct in the consequent, 
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namely B#E MjfiU Nj U { A(j, PI)(?). Since BB satisfies the above inclusion rela- 
tion, ( * * ) does indeed follow from ( * ) for e = 0. 
(d): Since the empty conjunction in (#) is false and the empty disjunction is true, 
(#) holds for the empty list. 
This concludes the proof of soundness. 0 
4. NEGATION AS FAILURE IS A SPECIAL CASE OF NEGATION 
AS INCONSISTENCY 
Our aim in the next two sections is to show that negation as failure can be viewed as 
a special case of negation as inconsistency. We shall also investigate the logical 
nature of negation as inconsistency and find the exact way it is related to classical 
negation. We shall further show that it is quite possible and indeed natural to have 
both negation as failure and negation as inconsistency together in the same system. 
To achieve our aim we must give exact definitions of computation trees for 
negation as inconsistency and for negation as failure. 
Dejinition Dl. We consider a propositional anguage with a set of atomic proposi- 
tions { p, q, r, a, b,. . . } and the connectives A and + together with the negation 
symbol 7. We define the notions of a goal and a clause for this language in the 
usual manner, namely: 
(a) Any wff built up from atomic propositions using A and 7 is a goal. 
(b) If q is atomic and B is a goal, then B + q is a clause. Any atom q is also a 
clause. 
(c) A database is a set of clauses. 
At this point we are not committed to reading ,A as negation as failure, nor are 
we committed to reading ,A as negation as inconsistency. We can read 7 in either 
way, as far as the syntax is concerned. When a goal G is asked from a database P 
and the computation regards negation as failure, we write 
P(?F)G. 
When a goal G is asked from P and the 7 is read as negation as inconsistency, we 
write 
P(?Z)G. 
We use the notion 
P?G=l 
to mean that the computation of G from P finitely and positively succeeds. We write 
P?G=O 
to mean that the computation of G from P positively and finitely fails. “?” can stand 
for either “(?,)” or “(?Z),‘. We shall thus define, via computation trees, the meaning 
of 
P(?F)G= X 
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and 
P(?I)G = X, 
where Xcan be 0 or 1. 
DeJnition 02. We define the notion of a success tree (or a successful computation 
tree) for the query 
P(?F)G=X (XisOorl) 
as follows: 
(a) A labeled tree has the form (T, I ,O, V), where (T, I ,O) is a finite tree with 
top node 0 [i.e. Vt(t s O)]. V(t) is a labeling function yielding values of the 
form [P(t)(?F)G(t) =X(t)], where P(t) is a database, G(f) is a goal, and 
X(t) is a value 0 or 1. 
(b) A labeled tree (T, I ,O, V) is a success tree for the query P(?F)G = X iff the 
following conditions hold: 
(bl) V(0) = [P(?F)G = X]. 
(b2) Let t be any node in the tree such that 
V(t) = [P(t)(?F)G(t) =X(r)], 
and assume that 
G(t) = G,(t) A G2(t). 
Then the following holds: 
(b2.1) X(t) = 1. In this case t has exactly two immediately preceeding 
points in the tree, s1 and s2, as shown: 
Y\ 
Sl s2 
such that 
V(s,) = [P(t)(?F)G;(t) = l] 
for i = 1,2. 
(b2.2) X(t) = 0. In this case t has exactly one immediately preceeding 
point in the tree, as shown: 
and 
V(s) = [P(t)(?F)G;(t) = 01, 
where i is either 1 or 2. 
(b3) Let t be a node such that 
V(t) = [P(t)(?F),G(t) =X(t)]. 
Then t has exactly one immediately preceding point s in the tree as 
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shown: 
and V(s) = [P(t)(?J’)G(t) = 1 - X(t)]. 
(b4) Assume that t is a node with 
v(t) = [P(t)(?F)q = X(t)] 3 
for q atomic. Then one of the following holds: 
(b4.1) X(t) = 1 and t is an endpoint of the tree. In this case q E P(t). 
(b4.2) X(t) = 0 and t is an endpoint of the tree. In this case q is not the 
head of any clause of P(t). 
(b4.3) X(t) = 0 and t is not an endpoint of the tree. Then for some 
m 2 1, there exist exactly m immediately preceding points si to t 
in the tree as shown: 
and there exist exactly m clauses in P(t) with heads q of the form 
B;-+q, i=l >*.*, m, 
suchthatfor i=l,...,m 
I+,) = [P(t)(?F)Bi=O]. 
(b4.4) X(t) = 1 and t is not an endpoint of the tree. Then t has exactly 
one immediately preceding point s in the tree, as shown: 
and V(S) = [P(t)(?F)B = l] for some B such that B -+ q E P(t). 
Example El. 
has no success tree neither for X = 1 nor for X = 0. The same is true for 
(q+q)(?F)-lq=X. 
Example E2. It is possible that for some P, d, n we have 
P(?F)n=O 
and 
(P+d)(?F)n=l. 
For example, 
a(?F)n = 0 but (a + n)(?F)n = 1. 
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It is also possible that success turns into failure; for example 
( ,a + n)(?F)n = 1, 
but 
La + n) + a] (?F)n = 0. 
Lemma LI. Let P be a database, d be atomic, and n be any goal. Assume that the 
following have success trees: 
(a) P(?F)n = X, 
(b) (P + d)(?F)n = 1 - X 
(X is 0 or 1). Then the following also have a success tree: 
(c) P(?F)d = 0. 
PROOF. We use induction on the complexity of the computation trees for (a) and (b), 
and on the complexity of the goal, n. Let k(a) be the depth of the success tree for (a) 
[i.e. of P(?F)n = X], and let k(b) be the depth of the tree for (b) [i.e. of P + d(?F)n 
= 1 - X]. 
Case I: k(b) = 1 or k(a) = 1. In this case n must be atomic. There are several 
possibilities. 
Subcase 1.1: If X = 0, then n E P + d. We must have n E P, since P(?F)n = X = 0. 
Thus n = d and hence P(?F)d = 0, which is (c), which was to be proved. 
Subcase Z.2: If X= 1, then we have P(?F)n = 1 and 
P + d(?F)n = 0. 
Since P(?F)n = 1 and k(a) = 1, we must have n E P and n atomic, but if this is the 
case, then P + d(?F)n = 0 is not possible. Thus this subcase is not possible. 
Case 2: k(a) > 1 and k(b) > 1, and n is atomic. 
Subcase 2. I: X = 1. Then: 
(a) P(?F)n = 1. The success tree thus has the form 
0 
I 
S 
/ \ 
Subtree of 
depth k(a) - 1 
with 
V(0) = [P(?F)n = I] and V(s) = [P(?F)B = l] 
for some B + n E P. 
(b) (P + d)(?F)n = 0, and hence the success tree has the form 
1 
/\ 
si * * . s, 
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with 
V(1) = [P + d(?F)n = o] 
and 
V(Si) = [P + d(?F)B, = 01) 
where (Bi + n) E P + d are ah clauses with heads n, and m 2 1. The depth of 
the success tree of (P + d)(?F)Bi = 0, i.e. of 
/ si \ 
Subtree of 
depth k(b) - 1 
is k(b) - 1. (B --) n) is one of the clauses (Bi + n) of the second tree. Say 
B = B,. Thus for B we have two trees: 
s P(?F)B = 1 
/ \ 
Depth k(a) - 1 
and 
/ 
Sl 
\ 
Depth k(b) - 1 
(P + d)(?F)B = 0. 
By the induction hypothesis on the depth we get P(?F)d = 0, which was to be 
proved. 
Subcme 2.2: X= 0. In this case we have: 
(a) P(?F)n = 0 and 
(b) (P + d)(?F)n = 1. 
For (a) we have a success tree of the form 
slKl)\s 
/ \ / m\ 
Subtree of Subtree of 
depth k(a) - 1 . . - depth k(a) - 1 
where V(s,) = [P(?F)B, = 0] and where ( Bi + n) are ah the clauses of the form 
B+n whichareinp. 
From the success of (b) we get a tree of the form 
1 
A 
Subtree of 
depth k(b) 7 1 
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with V(S) = [(P + d)(?F)B = 11, where (B + n) E P + d. There are two possibilities: 
If (B + n) E P, then for some si of the tree for (a) we have B = Bi. Say B = B,. We 
thus get for B the two trees 
I%\ 
Depth k(a) - 1 
P(?F) B = 0 
and 
De& i(& 1 
(P+d)?B=l 
By the induction hypothesis on B and the trees with k(a) - 1, k(b) - 1, we can 
conclude P(?F)d = 0. The second possibility is that (B + n) = d. In this case B is 
nonexistent and n = d. But then (a) says 
P(?F)n = 0, 
and so P(?F)d = 0, which is what we were to show. 
Case 3: k(a) > 1, k(b) > 1, and n = A A B. 
Subcase 3. I: X = 1. Then we have 
(a) P(?F)A A B = 1, 
(b) (P + d)(?F)A A B = 0. 
Thus the successful computation tree of (a) has the form 
s/O\ s2 
/ \ / \ 
Tree for Tree for 
P(?F)A = 1 P(?F)B = 1 
of depth k(a) - 1 of depth k(a) - 1 
and the tree of (b) has the form 
1 
I 
s 
/ \ 
Tree for 
P + d(?F)C = 0 
of depth k(b) - 1 
where C is one of A or B. We can thus use the induction hypothesis on C and get 
P(?F)d = 0. 
Subcase 3.2: X = 0. Then we have 
(a) P(?F)A A B = 0, 
(b) P + d(?F)a A B = 1. 
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The trees for (a) and (b) are 
0 
I 
s 
/ \ 
Tree for 
P(?F)C = 0 
of depth k(a) - 1 
where C is one of A or B 
s1 A1 ’ s2 
/ \ / \ 
Tree for Tree for 
(P + d)(?F)A = 1 (P + d)(?F)B = 1 
of depth k(b) - 1 of depth d(b) - 1 
Again we can use the induction hypothesis for C to conclude P(?F)d = 0. 
Case 4: k(a) > 1, k(b) > 1, and n = 7A. We have 
(a) P(?F),A = X, 
(b) P + d(?F),A = 1 - X. 
The computation trees of the above have the forms 
0 P(?F)A = 1 - X 
I with tree of depth 
Sl 44 - 1, 
1 (P+ d)(?F)A =X 
I with tree of depth 
s2 k(b)- 1. 
We can use the induction hypothesis on 
P(?F)d= 0. 
This completes the proof of Lemma Ll. 
A and get 
0 
Lemma L2. Let P be a database and d,, . . , be atoms. Let be any goal. 
that 
(a) P(?F)n = X, 
(b) (P + d, + . -a +d,)(?F)n = 1 - X. 
Then 
(c) ForsomelIiIm, 
P(?F)d, = 0. 
PROOF. By induction on m. For m = 1, this is Lemma Ll. Assume the lemma holds 
for any k 2 m; we prove it for m. 
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Assume situations (a) and (b). Let k be the smallest k -c m such that 
(P + d, + . . . + &)(?F)n = X, 
P+d,+ *.* +d,+d,+,(?F)n=l-X. 
By Lemma Ll, we have 
(P+d,+ a*. +d,)(?F)d,+,=o. (*> 
If P(?F)dk+i = 0, then the case for m is proved. Otherwise we have 
P(?F)d,+, = 1. (**) 
But now we can use the induction hypothesis for case k and ( * ) and ( * * ), and 
get that for some 1 I i I k we have P(?F)d; = 0. This proves the induction case for 
m > 1, and hence Lemma L2 is proved. 0 
DeJinition 03. We now define computation trees for negation as inconsistency. The 
basic situation for computation is 
(P,N)(?Z)G= X, 
where P is a set of clauses, N is a set of goals, G is a goal, and X is either 1 or 0. 
A success tree for a query of the form above is a labeled tree (T, s , 0, V) where 
for each t 
v(t) = [(P(t),N(t))(?Z)G(t) =x(t)] 
and the following hold: 
(1) V(0) = [(P,N)(?Z)G = X]. 
(2) Let t be any node in the tree such that 
v(t) = [(P(t),N(t))(?Z)G(t) =X(t)]> 
and assume that 
G(t) = G,(t) A G*(t). 
Then one of the following holds: 
(2.1) X(t) = 1. In this case t has exactly two immediate predecessors as 
shown: 
t 
/\ 
Sl $2 
such that 
v(s,) = [(P(t),N(t>)(?Z)G,(t> = l] 
for i = 1,2. 
(2.2) X(t) = 0. In this case t has exactly one immediately preceding point s 
in the tree as shown: 
t 
I 
s 
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and 
v(s)= [(‘(t),N(‘))(?‘)Gi(t)=O], 
where i is either 1 or 2. 
(3) Let t be a node such that 
v(t) = [(P(t),N(t))(?l),~(t) =x(t)]. 
Assume further that 
N(t)= {%...,K,} (a) 
(if m = 0 we understand that N(t) is empty), and 
G(t) = ;; qir\ i\ ,B,. (b) 
i=l j=l 
When qi are atomic and if k, is 0 or k is 0, we understand that the qi or the 
7 Bj do not appear in G(t). Of course we must assume that k, + k > 0. Then 
one of the following holds: 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.31 
m + k = 0, i.e., 
N(t) = empty, 
G(t) = /iqi. 
In this case we have X(t) = 0. 
X(t) = 0. In this case t has exactly m + k immediately preceding 
points, as shown: 
t 
A \\ 
s1 . * * s,, rl . . . rk 
and the following holds: Let 
P=P(t) + {4i}, 
N=N(t)+{B,}. 
Then 
I+,) = [(P,N)(V)tq=O], i=l ,..., m 
V(r,)= [(P,N)(?I)B,=O], j=l ,-.-, k. 
X(t) = 1. In this case t has exactly one immediately preceding point 
as shown: 
with 
I’(s) = [(P,N)(?I)C= l], 
where P, N are as before and C E N. 
(4) Assume that t is a node with 
v(t) = [(P(t),N(t))(?I)q = X(r)] > with q atomic. 
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Then 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
one of the following holds: 
X(t) = 1, and t is an endpoint of the tree. Then q E P(t). 
X(t) = 0, and t is an endpoint of the tree. In this case q is not the head 
of any clause in P(t). 
X(t) = 0, and t is not an endpoint of the tree. Then for some m 2 1, 
there exist exactly m immediately preceding points si to t in the tree as 
shown: 
and there exist exactly m clauses in P(t) with heads q of the form 
Bi + q, i = 1,. . . , m, such that for each i 
I+,) = [(P(t),N(t))(?Z)Bi=O]. 
X(t) = 1, and t is not an endpoint of the tree. Then t has exactly one 
immediately preceding point s in the tree as shown: 
t 
I 
s 
and V(s) = [(P(t),N(t))(?Z)B = l] for some (B + q) E P(t). 
Example E3. [{q + q}(?F),(q A -4) # l,O], i.e., the above loops. However, 
({4-$4},0}(?Z),(qA,q)=l. 
Thus the two negations are not identical, 
Example E4. For the case of (?I), i.e. for the case of negation as inconsistency, 
negation as failure can also be added, and thus we can have both negations 
available. In the definition of the success tree for (?I) (Definition D3) we allow 
(P,N)(?Z)G = X for X= 1 and X= 0. The case X= 0 defines finite failure, and 
hence negation as failure is also available. 
We can now proceed to show that negation as failure is a special case of negation 
as inconsistency. The idea of the proof can be explained as follows. Imagine 7 as 
failure, and consider 
&q + r)(?F)r = 1. 
This is correct because q finitely fails. 
Suppose we declare that q is not wanted (i.e. is negated). Then 
({%Z+rMZ])(?Z)r=l 
is also correct. 
The question is, can we always do that? That is, given P, can we find N such that 
for any goal G 
P(?F)G= X 
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if and only if 
(P,N)(?Z)G = x? 
The above will make negation as failure a special case of negation as inconsistency. 
Theorem A. Let P be a set of clauses and G be a goal such that they contain no 
negation symbol within the scope of another negation symbol [i.e., the goal has the 
form Aa, A h, bi (ai, b, atoms) and the clauses have the form AC, A A-,d, + q 
( ck, di, q atoms)]. Let N = { q 1 q atomic and P(?F)q = O}. Then for any G without 
embedded negations, 
P(?F)G= i iff (P,N)(?Z)G= 1. 
PROOF. We use induction on the depth of the success trees involved and on the 
formula G. 
(a) Assume P(?F)G = 1, and show (P,N)(?Z)G = 1. 
(al> 
W 
W 
Assume that P(?F)q = 1, for q atomic. If q E P then certainly 
(P,N)(?Z)q = 1. Otherwise, for some (B -+ q) E P, P(?F)B = 1. By the 
induction hypothesis, since P(?F) B = 1 has a simpler success tree and B 
has no embedded negations within negations, we get (P, N)(?Z) B = 1 and 
hence (P,N)(?Z)q = 1. 
Assume P(?F)A A B = 1. Then P(?F)A = 1 and P(?F)B = 1, and they 
both have simpler success trees. Hence by the induction hypothesis 
(P,N)(?z)A = 1 and (p,N)(?z) B = 1, 
and therefore 
(P,N)(?z)A A z3 = 1. 
Assume P(?F),(Aqi) = 1. Since no embedded negations are allowed, the 
above is the general form for a negated goal. If P(?F),(Aq,) = 1 then 
P(?F)Aq, = 0, and hence for some i, say i = 1, we have P(?F)q, = 0. 
Therefore, by definition, q1 E N. Let us now compute 
(Py N)(?z)l( Aqi) = 1. 
The above holds iff for some q E N we have (P + { q;},N)(?Z)q = 1. This 
is indeed the case for q = ql. 
(b) Assume now that (P,N)(?Z)G = 1, and show that P(?F)G = 1. 
W Assume (P,N)(?Z)q = 1, for q atomic. If q E P then certainly 
(‘-9 
@3) 
P(?F)q= 1. 
Otherwise, for some (B -+ q) E P we have (P, N)(?Z)B = 1. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis, since (P, N)(?Z) B = 1 has a shorter computation tree, we 
get P(?F) B = 1 and hence P(?F)q = 1. 
The case of (P, N)(?Z) A A B = 1 is straightforward. 
Assume (P, N)(?Z),(Ar=,qi) = 1. Thus for some n E N (P + q1 
+ . . . +q,, N)(?Z)n = 1. By the induction hypothesis, (P + q1 
+ - . . +qm)(?F)n = 1. We also have, since n E N, that p(?F)n = 0. By 
Lemma L2 we must have for some qi that 
P(?F)qi = 0. 
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Thus we have that 
P(?F),( Aq;) = 1. 
This proves Theorem A. 0 
Example ES. Theorem A cannot be extended: 
(a) (q + q)(?F),(q A 7q) loops, while [(q + q), N](?Z),(q A 7q) = 1. 
(b) (q + q)(?F),( q A 7p) loops, since ?, p succeeds but ?q loops. 
Let N = (all atoms except q}. Then ((q + q},N)(?Z),(q A -p) = 0 if and only if, 
by definition, for all n E N we have 
({q+q,q},N)(?Z)n-0. 
This is indeed the case. 
Theorem B. Let P be any database. Let L be 
L= {ylP(?F)y=O}. 
Assume that P is such that every goal either succeeds or fails. Then for any G 
P(?F)G = 1 iff (P,L)(?I)G = 1. 
PROOF. By induction. All the steps of the proof of Theorem A remain the same. We 
only have to check cases (a3) and (b3) (i.e. involving negation). 
Case (a3): Assume P(?F),(A A ,B) = 1, where A is a conjunction of atoms. 
Then clearly AA,BEL. Hence (P+A,L+B)(?Z)Ar\,B=l for AA,BEL; 
hence (P, L)(?&( A A 7 B) = 1. 
Case (b3): Assume (P,L)(?Z),(A A 7 B) = 1. Then (P + A, L + B)(?Z)C = 1 for 
some C E (L + B). By the induction hypothesis 
P+A(?F)C= 1. 
We have to show P(?F),( A A 7 B) = 1. 
Case (b3.1): C E L. Then P(?F)C = 0. Recall that A is a conjunction of atoms 
A = Aai; hence by Lemma L2, since (P + A)(?F)C = 1 and P(?F)C = 0, we 
have P?,A = 1 and hence P?,(A A ,B) = 1. 
Case (b3.2): C = B. Then P + A ? B = 1. We now use the assumptions on P that 
any goal G either succeeds or fails from P. Thus we have that either P(?F) B = 1 
of P(?F)B = 0. If P(?F)B = 1, then certainly P(?F),( A A 7 B) = 1, which is 
what we want to show. If P(?F)B = 0, then using the fact that P + A(?F)B = 1 
and Lemma L2, we get P(?F)A = 0 and hence P(?F),( A A 7 B) = 1. This 
completes the proof of the case (b3.2) and hence completes the proof of 
Theorem B. 0 
Theorem B is important. It says that if our mechanical theorem proving is 
compete (i.e. P?A = 0 or P?A = l), then negation as failure is the truly sound 
classical negation. This holds because it is equal to negation as inconsistency, which 
is complete. However, in the case that the theorem prover P?G is not complete, e.g. 
when we have loops, negation as failure may not behave logically. Negation as 
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inconsistency still does behave logically, even in the presence of loops. It is however 
computationally expensive. Our next task should be to restrict negation as incon- 
sistency in such a way that it is computationally reasonable, possibly by allowing in 
N only conjunctions of atoms. See paper II of this series. 
REMARKS ON THE PREDICATE CASE. To conclude this section we must say something 
about the predicate case. In most cases, certainly in the case of negation as 
inconsistency, predicate logic computations can be reduced to propositional logic 
computations, at least as far as the “logical content” is concerned. For example, if 
(P, N) is a database and G is a goal, we are looking for a substitution 8 such that G8 
succeeds from (P, N). 
The logical meaning of (P,N) is universal, i.e. (VxP A ,3xN). Hence if we take 
P', N' as all substitutions of instances of VxP and Vx,N, we get that (P, N) ? G = 1 
in predicate computation, with a substitution 8, if and only if (P’,N’)?GB = 1 in 
propositional computation. 
The above reduction is not straightforward in the case of negation as failure. 
,A(x) has the meaning of ,3x,4(x), when computed as a goal with x uninstanti- 
ated, and not 3x,A(x) as it should mean. Thus 
{A(a), B(b)}?,A(x) A B(x) fails, 
while {A(a), B(b)}?B(x) A ,A(x) succeeds, because when B(x) is asked first, x 
gets instantiated, and indeed the goal becomes 3x[ B(x) A ,A(x)]. 
There are PROLOG systems for which ?,A(x) will wait until x is instantiated. 
For these systems any goal ?G can be read as ?GB for some 8. This means that, 
again, for these systems (e.g. Lloyd’s Mu-PROLOG), predicate computations are 
reduced to propositional ones, and Theorems A and B of this section remain valid 
for the quantifier case. 
Theorem C. Let M be a version of PROLOG with negation as failure with the 
property that no goal of the form 7A(x) is computed unless x is instantiated as a 
constant. Then Theorems A and B hold for the predicate case. 
5. THE COMPLETENESS OF NEGATION AS INCONSISTENCY 
In Section 2 we define C(P,N) as C(P,N) = A{ x ( x E P} A A{-y ] y E N}. We saw 
in Theorem Tl of Section 2 that if (P, N)? G = 1 then C(P, N) !- G in classical ogic. 
This establishes the soundness of negation as inconsistency, relative to classical ogic. 
We shall now show completeness. 
Theorem Tl (Completeness theorem of negation as inconsistency in the propositional 
case). (a) and (b) below are equivalent for any P, N, G: 
(a) (P,N)?,,G= 1. 
(b) C(P, N) I- G (in classical logic). 
We prove this theorem by translating our problem into N-PROLOG and using a 
combinatorial lemma proved there. A direct proof (due to G. Chauvent) may be 
given for negation as inconsistency but the translation into N-PROLOG is of 
independent interest. See [4] for references. 
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First let us show by an example that the “77” in (a) is essential. 
Example El. Let 
P= {a+-b,,a+b}, 
N= {C}, 
G= b. 
Then clearly P t- b, but 
(P,N)?b = 0 and (P,N)?,,b = 1. 
We prove Theorem Tl using Lemma Ll below. The lemma can be proved either 
directly or via the translation (to be introduced later) into N-PROLOG. 
Lemma LI. Let X = hqi A A, Bj be a goal and (P, N) be a database. Then (a) and 
(b) imply (c): 
(a) (P + { qi}, N + { Bj}) is inconsistent. 
(b) (P,N + X) is inconsistent. 
(c) (P, N) is inconsistent. 
The notion of inconsistency was defined in Definition Dl of Section 1: (P’, N’) is 
inconsistent if for some y E N’, (P’,N’)?y = 1. 
Using the lemma, we can prove the nontrivial direction of the theorem. We 
assume that (P, N) ? 77 G # 1 and show that C(P,N) I+ G. To show that, we assign 
truth values to all the atoms such that under this assignment all wffs of P come out 
true, and G and all wffs of N come out false. 
To find this assignment we proceed as follows: Define a sequence of databases 
(P,,N,) = (P,N + G). 
This is a consistent database, since we assume (P, N) ? ,,G # 1. Let x,,, be the m th 
goal for our propositional language, x, = hqi A h7Bj, and assume that (P,,,,N,) 
has been defined and is consistent. Then if (P, + { qi}, A’, + {B,}) is consistent, let 
P m+l =‘m+ (4i)T 
N m+l =N,+ {Bj}. 
Otherwise let 
P P,, m+1= 
N m+1 =Nm+xm* 
By Lemma Ll, (P,,,+r, N,+t must be consistent. 
Let 
(P*,N*) be (U,P,,,,U,N,J. 
Since any computation from (P*, N*) is finite, (P*,N*) must be consistent. Define 
the assignment h on atoms by h(x) = truth iff x E P*. Extend the assignment h to all 
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goals A. We prove: 
Lemma *. For any goal A, h(A) = truth ifl (P*,N*)?A = 1. 
PROOF. By induction on A. 
(a) For A atomic the statement follows from the fact that either A E P* or 
AEN*. 
(b) The case of conjunction is immediate. 
(c) Assume A = 7(Aqi A A Bj). 
Case 1: h(A) = truth. Therefore h(Aqi A h,B,) = falsity. If h(q,) = falsity 
for some i, then qi E N* and hence (P* + { qi}, N * + { Bj}) is inconsistent; 
hence (P*,N*)?A = 1. Otherwise, for some j, h( B,) = truth. Then by the 
induction hypothesis and the fact that h(q,) = truth implies qi E P*, we get 
that (P*,N*)? Bj = 1, and therefore (P*, N* + {B,}) is inconsistent, and 
hence (P*,N*)?A = 1. 
Case 2: h(A) = falsity. Thus h(q,) = truth for all i, and h(, Bj) = truth for 
all j. Hence (P*,N*)?Aq, A A,B, = 1, by the induction hypothesis. Thus 
Aq, A A,Bj 4 N*. (P* U { qi}, N* u {B,}) is consistent, for otherwise by 
construction Aq, A A, Bj would be put into N *. Hence (P*, N *)? A # 1. This 
completes the proof of Lemma *. 0 
Theorem Tl follows, since (P*,N*)?G# 1 and (P*,N*)?n # 1 for all n E N. 
Hence h(n) = 0, n E N, and h(G) = 0. To show that h(A) = 1 for A E P, note that 
if (AqiAA,Bj+q)EP* then (P*,N*)?,(Aqi A A,B,A 7q) = 1, and hence 
h(Aq, A A7 Bj A 7q) = 0, and hence h(Aqi A A, Bj -+ q) = 1. 
We now have to prove Lemma Ll. As we said earlier, we accomplish this by 
translating our negation as inconsistency into N-PROLOG and using a lemma 
available there. First we must introduce N-PROLOG. The language of N-PROLOG 
contains, in the propositional case, the connectives A and + . N-PROLOG is an 
extension of PROLOG, for it allows embedded + in the body of clauses. Thus 
((a+b)Ac+d)+d 
is an acceptable N-PROLOG clause. The reading of a goal of the form A -+ q is: 
A -+ q succeeds if when A is added to the database, q succeeds. Thus the basic 
equation is 
P?(A+q)=l iff (P+A)?q=l. 
This is very much like negation as inconsistency, for 
(P,Izr)?,(AA,q)=l iff (P+A,q)?q=l. 
Here are the formal definitions for propositional N-PROLOG: 
Dejkition DI (N-PROLOG clauses and goals). 
(a) Any atomic wff is both an N-PROLOG goal and an N-PROLOG clause. 
(b) If B is an N-PROLOG goal and q is an atom, then B + q is an N-PROLOG 
clause and goal. 
(c) If Bi are N-PROLOG goals, then AB, is an N-PROLOG goal. 
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DeJnition 02 (N-PROLOG computation). We define the notion of P?G = 1 in 
N-PROLOG. 
(a) P?q=l if qEPand q isatomic. 
@I P?Ar\B=lifP?A=landP?B=l. 
(cl If Bi are clauses and q atomic, then 
(4 
P?(ABj+q)=l if (P+ {B,})?q=l. 
P?q=lforqatomicifforsomeB-,qEP,P?B=l. 
Lemma L2. In N-PROLOG, (a) and (b) below imp/y (c): 
(a) P?B=l. 
(b) P?(B+n)=l. 
(c) P?n = 1. 
PROOF. This lemma is stated in our first N-PROLOG paper [4]. It is proved in our 
second N-PROLOG paper [5], as Theorem Tl of Section 1, part 2. q 
We now translate negation as inconsistency into N-PROLOG and use Lemma L2 
to pove Lemma Ll. 
The idea of the translation is very simple. Imagine a database (P,N). N is the 
negative information, the unwanted goals which must not succeed. The meaning of 
negation as inconsistency, ,A, is that P + A makes some n E N succeed, and that is 
why A is negated. Thus ,A means A -+ VN. We thus take a new atom n to mean a 
tixed unwanted proposition n (like a constant F for falsity) and translate any 7A as 
A + n. We thus get a database containing no negations, only implications. 
Here are the formal definitions. 
Dejinition 03. Let (P,N) be a database, and let n be a completely new atomic 
symbol. 
(a) Define the following translation * from the language with 7 into N-PROLOG: 
(al) q* = q for q atomic. 
(a2) (A A B)* = (A*) A (B*). 
(a3) (A + B)* = (A*)(B*). 
(a4) (,A)* = A* + n. 
(b) Let D* be the following database of N-PROLOG: 
D*= {A*IAEP} U {B*+nlBEN}. 
D* is called the translation of (P,N). 
Lemma L3. tit (P, N) be a database and G a goal. Let D* be the translation of the 
database of G* be the translation of the goal. Then (a) is equivalent to (b): 
(a) (P,N)?G = 1. 
(b) D* ? G* = 1 in N-PROLOG. 
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PROOF. By induction on the computation of (P,N)? G = 1. 
Case 1: g = q, q atomic. In this case q* = q, and clearly, from the translation, 
qEPiff qED*andforanyB, B+qEPiff B*-,qEP*.Thus(P,N)?q=liff 
eitherqEP,orforsomeB-,qEP,(P,N)?B=liffqED*,orforsomeB*-*qE 
D*,D*?B*=liffD*?q=l. 
Case 2: G = A A B. This case is immediate. 
Case 3: G = +qi A A, Bj). Then 
(P,N)?,(AqiAA~Bi)=l 
iff(P+ {qi], N+ {‘j}) is inconsistent, i.e., for some rn E N + {B,} we have 
(P+ {q,},N+ {Bj})?m=l. (#) 
Let us see what the * translation of (#) is in N-PROLOG: 
p*+{qil+{Y* +n(yEN} + {Bj*-n}?m*=l. F*) 
Let us also check what the * translation of the original problem (P, N)? G = 1 is: 
P*+ {y-nIyEN}?[Aqi/\A(B~-+n)] -+n=l, 
which is equivalent o 
P*+ {y*+nlyEN} + {qi} + {Bj*+n}?n=l. (#W 
But n can succeed only through matching heads either with y* -+ n for some y E N 
or with B;” -+ n for some j. Thus (# #) succeeds iff for some m E N U {B,} 
P*+ {y*-,n)yEN} + {qi} + {B,?+n}?m*=l, 
which is exactly (# #). 
Thus the induction is complete and Lemma L3 is proved. •I 
We can now prove Lemma Ll by translating the lemma and using Lemma L3 to 
prove the translation. The translation of Lemma Ll is that (a*) and (b*) imply (c*): 
(a*) P*+{q,}+{y*+n]y~N}+{B’-+n}?n=1. 
(b*) P* + (y* --) n I y EN} + [(Aqi A A(B,? + n)] + n?n = 1. 
(c*) P*+(y*-+n(y~N}?n=l. 
Let 
D*=P*+ {y*-,nlyEN}, 
B* = AqiA( By + n). 
Then (a*), (b*), and (c*) become 
(a*) D* + B*?n = 1, 
(b*) D*?(B* + n) = 1, 
(c*) D*?n = 1, 
which is an instance of Lemma L3. Thus Lemma Ll is proved from Lemma L2, and 
Lemma L2 is proved in our second paper N-PROLOG [5]. 
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